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From 
The 
Editor

Winter is over,and we are soon 
headed to the festive season and with 
it a ton  of plans, from trips to end year 
parties, school holidays  and everything 
in between. This is our much anticipated 
3rd issue of Jays bubble magazine. If 
you've been keeping up with our blog 
then you definitely know we have been 
giving you things to read as you wait for 
the release of the third issue.That being 
said, lets talk about this issue.

Our main features are young male 
entreprenueers, we talk to Sam Gold 
dave of Oya Radio  and Eugene Okoti 
of Urban_ wear_Inc who are both up and 
coming young businessmen about their 
respective business journeys. Our  writ-
ers have been working hard not only to 
entertain and inform but to encourage 

someone out there to start up their 
dream business.

 You bet our stories are carefully selected 
to suite your needs. We have all things 
beauty, entertainment and even inspiring 
interviews not to mention some humorous 
articles too.

They say home is where your WI-FI 
connects 
automatically....... I suggest that you go 
home and read all that we have in store 
for you, whether you grab tissues to wipe 
away tears of joy from all the laughter 
in our articles  or you realize that your in 
our 1000 reasons to bounce situation ( 
no judgement here) Do enjoy your read.

Ethel Valerie
Editor
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Meet The Team

A girl with a broken adult button here to 
make mistakes so you don't have to. Sharing 
about real life experiences that affect us all.
Check out my blog at 
savailomosiblog.wordpress.com

Savai 
Lomosi

Joanne 
Waeni

My name is Brenda Mumbi. I am a law 
student and I am passionate about writing. 
I am a foodie, a writer (obviously) and I am 
a Christian. I like to make people smile and 
look at life from a different perspective.

Brenda 
Mumbi

Founder

I am not your average girl, I am a go getter, family oriented 
and I put God first. Definitely not afraid to call a spade a spade 
and I believe that one should work hard and smart to achieve 
their dreams, hence Jays Bubble. I am ecstatic every time I get to 
release a new issue, for many reasons but ill share two: First, it is 
my pleasure to announce that we have new talented people on 
board (Savai  & Nala) second, I know someone out there will see 
the remarkable progress that Jay’s Bubble is making and they will 
be inspired to start working on their dreams…Trust me on this, it is 
an enjoyable journey especially if it is part of your purpose. 
You can always check out my blog for more: 
jaysbubbleblog.wordpress.com 
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I’m a pavssionate writer and aspiring “mompreneur” who’s totally sold out 
to Christ and my greatest ambition is to die to myself daily.

My passions come in three just like the Holy Trinity; I have a passion for 
Christ-centred relationships leading to marriage and I want you to know 
that they exist so NEVER settle for less. When it’s His will, it’s His bill! I also 
have a passion for mental health 
awareness having undergone and overcome depression (by His grace). My 
last major passion lies in health and fitness, having finally reached my goal 
weight, I realised that despite the mirror God defines my beauty. It is my 
deepest desire to continuously remind people that in their weakness God’s 
perfect strength is made. manifest 2 Check out my blog  for more on this
 /voiceofkblog.wordpress.com

Katherine 
Ndungu

I am an editor for jays bubble magazine. Over time, I have 
interacted with a lot of people from the writers to the inter-
viewees and its been a wonderful experience. Am a huge 
fan of my work and I take it very seriously although i haven’t 
done it for a long while ( 3 issues now), it gives me the oppor-
tunity to interact with written material which am passionate 
about because am a huge fan of books and generally all 
manner of written material including music.

Ethel 
Valarie

Hi,
I’m Nala! I don’t like to talk about myself, 
but if i have to I’d say I’m a chatterbox, and I just 
looooooove the art of visuals; photography, design, 
painting, you name it! I am the proud designer of this 
issue, as well as Jay’s Bubbles new logo (which I think is 
really fun and pretty). Well, I hope your journey through 
this issue is fun as a journey as it was for me....

Nala 
Ayieta

Editor

Designer
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21
Questions

With 

Linda 
Simbauni

By Joanne Waeni

1. If you were to change your 
name, what would you call 
yourself and why?

I would call myself  'LYRICA' 
because  it sounds musical and I 
love music. Plus I think it's funky.
The second option would be 
'RENEE' coz it means reborn, and 
it's a foxy and sexy name.
I would also consider 'APRIL' koz it 
signifies  the 'opening/ beginning 
of something new' and further,I 
was born in the month of April.
(PS: I know the meanings to all the 
names mentioned....lol )

 2.When was the last time you 
screamed at the top of your 
lungs?

In 2016 at Mombasa Rocks 
Concert when Chris Brown was 
performing. Man, I love his music. I 
literally went through the lyrics to 
his songs the whole week before 
the concert day. You'd think I was 
reading for exams

3. What sets your soul on fire?

Ambition and seeing people win.
Especially women.If you can per-
ceive it,you can achieve it.
4. Which of the power puff girls 
do you like best?
Buttercup.
I just loved  and admired how 

tough of a girl she was.
She made me like green until I 
demanded for a green school 
bag from my parents back when I 
was in primary school.
Bubbles was cute too and Blos-
som was cool but Buttercup was 
Power puff Bae.

5.Whats the weirdest conver-
sation that you have ever had?

Some meeting whereby the one 
addressing us was trying to con us.
Lol we all laughed and stormed 
out.Let the bygones be bygones

6.What ice cream flavor best 
described your personality?

I guess Chocolate Flavor coz 
according to google, it means one 
who's young at heart and I lives in 
the moment. 
Ps: Chocolate is my favourite.
Other than that Pistachio, Butter-
scotch and Salted Caramel could 
work to describe my personality.

7.What are some of the things 
that you have 
never bought and will never 
buy?

There are these particular shoes. 
I don't know what they are called 
but they are a NO for me.
 No offence to the ones who 

wear them.I still love you. It's just 
my preference. *smiles*
8.what is the last thing that 
you remember that made you 
cringe?

Honestly I have been smiling too 
much of late to even recall such a 
situation.
Personally, I don't know but the 
situation of people hurting and 
losing lives in the country has
me feeling kinda sad.I mean, 
everyone is.

9.what is something about life 
that people don't appreciate as 
much as they should?

The level at which they are in life 
and just their lives in general.
Most at times people have such 
strong desire to get to their goals 
and they don't realize that it's a 
journey there.
So they end up cursing themselves 
out not realizing that they are a 
masterpiece even before getting 
to that goal.
You can be a masterpiece and a 
work in progress at the same time 

you know.On top of that, people 
need to trust their journeys. Don't 
struggle too hard to be someone 
else .It will never work.I'll refer you 
to a song by J.Cole called 'Love 
Yours'.It explains everything

10. What is the ugliest thing 
that you own?

My first party dress.Oh child! I 
don't know what was going on in 
my mind at that time.
My sisters and I look at that dress 
and  laugh our hearts out. Thank 
God I didn't take any photos in 
that outfit.
It was hideous!
But hey, right now I'm the 
fashionista in the family *smiles*
I guess you live and learn.

11. If you could instantly know 
how to speak another 
language, what language 
would you choose to know?

Spanish. 
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12. What is the strangest gift 
that you have ever received?

Honestly, I don't know.
I think the ones who gift me are 
genius coz I really can't question 
their gifts

13. What's the most 
uncomfortable thing you have 
done out of politeness?

Let someone pass me in a 
supermarket line coz he had one 
item on his hand only to discover 
his wife next to him and was 
pushing huge trolley.
So they both passed me on the 
line and I just stayed there kinda 
mad at myself.

14.Which celebrity will you 
rate as a perfect 10?

BEYONCE....All Day Everyday.
I love Rihanna too...

15. What is the sweetest 
compliment that you have ever 
gotten? Who complimented 
you?

I don't know whether to rate it 
as the sweetest compliment but I 
get DM's and inboxes sometimes 
telling me of how I inspire that 
particular person.
It's always an honor when 
someone tells you they admire 
your work ethic.
'And it's very flattering when you 
put effort into your dressing and 
make up and people compliment 
you on that. 
Especially people that really 
matter to you.

16. Who was the last person 
you told "I love you"?

My better half *blush*
He is really sweet.

17. If you could know the 
absolute and total truth to one 
question, what would you ask?

I would like more insight on the 
transcendence of this world....just to 
understand the dynamics ...
'And maybe have a little insight 
into the future.
(Though I guess the joy of life is 
unfolding your story step by step) 

18. What's the silliest thing 
that you have ever done?

In high school, I was the Head of 
Entertainment Prefect/ Cop.
So I was making an 
announcement about the 
hottest magazine at that 
time- 'The Insyder Magazine' and 
I ended up pronouncing the word 
"hunnies' as "honnies'
I tell you the whole school bust 
out laughing. I was trying to figure 
out where I could hide myself for 
the rest of the time I had in that 
school...LOL
Don't worry, right now my 
pronunciations are on fleek!

19. Would you rather be 
famous when you are alive 
and forgotten when you die or 
unknown when you are alive 
but famous after you die?

First off the human nature tends 
to make one more famous when 
they pass away. However, I think 
it's more of leaving a mark in peo-
ple's hearts. The more hearts you 
capture, the better for you. My 
point is, what are you famous for? 
It has to be something purposeful 
and something that comes from 
your heart,even if you are being 
judged. You can't impress 
everyone.
Further, in this world we need 
everyone, so as long as it makes 
you happy and you feel like you 
should share it,try use it to 
influence or inspire others
They say the meaning of life is to 
discover you gift but the purpose 
of life is to share it with others.

20. What kind of a girl are 
you, the one who would rather 
come into a meeting 10 
minutes late and make an 
entrance or be 20 minutes 

early and no one notices you?

Hahaha. 20 minutes early is too early 
for me.The earliest I would reach is 
when the meeting is just about to start
If it's business, I will be there early for 
sure.
I'm more of the late girl, though not 
for the purposes of being noticed. 
Trust me, it's very 
embarrassing to reach late 
considering most meetings I attend 
are business meetings

21. If you were to have a super 
power, what would it be?

Getting money by the snap of my 
finger *laughs*
I also wouldn't mind disappearing and 
appearing wherever I want! 
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Feelings 
Much!

Khaligraph Jones on

By Joanne Waeni

We can relate to a Khaligraph that claps back at 
his haters but not to a catchy feely one. USIU was 
holding it's annual Campus Choice awards where 
they award the most outstanding students of the 
year. The main performer was supposed to be none 
other than Khaligraph Jones, he was supposed 
to perform for about 45 minutes. He showed up 
alright, and when it was time for him to perform he 
came out with his crew and started doing what he 
knows best, perform!

 Picture this; a guy is busy walking a round stage 
spitting rhymes and trying to act all cool, but 80% 
of his crowd was sitted down busy on their phones. 
15 minutes into the performance he says ".... I see 
you USIU, you don't stand and cheer, I respect that, 
you’ve got class...." Turns out, dude caught more of a 
feeling than expected. A few minutes later he was 
like, ‘Goodbye Usiu it's been real!’ What gave him 
away is that after his performance (which he ended 
prematurely by the way) the MC of the evening 
wanted to have a conversation with him and he 
pushed him away in public

Feelings much!

Khaligraph 
catches a 
feeling.
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1,000 reasons to 
Bounce!!

For the past couple of months I have 
been looking for a way to put out this 
article you know to kind of sugar coat it 
for our readers then it downed on me, 
that’s not me. I say it as is. So here it 
goes! You will thank me later.
On this issue of a 1000 reasons to 
bounce we are talking Money! I’ll start 
this off with a story, a few years back a 
man once told me that he dated this 
girl that he used to co-parent. 
Stay with me, by this I mean. 
He paid for everything 
from her hair and nails
 to the cloths to the 
very food she ate, 
I’m talking every 
meal. That’s until he found out that she 
was living with another man who was also doing the same.(This is a story for another day)
    Ladies and gentlemen, he did this for 3years, In fact he once went hungry because he was saving money for her hair... 
Her hair! Mind you he was in university, so he is trying to save for the future while trying to enjoy life, but he couldn’t quite 
do that because there’s someone mooching off of him.
    If you’re a girl reading this and your offended. Your probably those cruella types. Don’t get me wrong, a woman is sup-
posed to be taken care of. You are entitled to your fair share of dates,flowers and the whole shebang but can we draw the 
line between being treated and being a parasite. A woman is supposed to help her man grow, having conversations like 
“honey, can we just do a movie this weekend and save the rest of the money? ...”and such like things.
So men, if you are dating a girl who  Is constantly sending you please call me’s, who is constantly asking you to send money 
because she is going on with her friends and she needs money to spend that or she is in the salon and she needs money 
to pay for her weave or her nails... Basically if you feel financially drained, hhoney you need to bounce!
Funny thing is these cruella types also have a male version..... More in the next issue.

Are you stupid 
in Love?

By Joanne Waeni
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The Top
Underdog

With 

Nevil
Sila

By Joanne Waeni.

Jays Bubble is all about 
sharing stories about 
ordinary people in an 
extraordinary way. Nevil Sila, 
an underground rapper who 
is on his way towards being a 
top dog shares his story with 
Joanne Waeni.

1. You have been selected 
to feature in Jays bubble 
this month because we are 
celebrating extra-ordinary 
men who chasing after their 
dreams. What's your take 
on this?

Am delighted to be in the extra 
ordinary category, Hey at 
least I made it in a list. My mum 
would be proud hah!

2. Describe yourself in 3 
words...
 
Determined, in that anything 
I do, I do it to the best of my 

capability. Creative coz I never 
stop thinking forward though 
at times I do hit high walls. And 
adventurous, anything that 
gives me a new life experience 
or new teachings is something 
am down for.

3. Is being a rapper what 
you have always wanted to 
do?

 Being a rapper is not always 
what I wanted to do. When I 
was small my sister convinced 
me that i should become a 
chemical engineer and I was 
chasing that dream even 
though I didn't know at that 
time what a Chemical engineer 
was about. Then I decided 
that I wanted to be a pilot 
after high school. As I was in 
aviation, an undying love for 
Hip Hop just filled me and after 
listening to J.Cole I knew that 
I also wanted rapping to be 
part of my life.

4. Tell us about your own 
compositions?

 I like when bars make sense 

and give a story rather than 
just have words blurted out 
and make a nonsense song 
that still ends up being a hit 
(the irony). Giving unorthodox 
stories in a Kenyan way is how 
I can describe it. For example 
I got lyrics that say "Okay, 
Schmack anakill kama O.J/ 
body body 
bodies in the hallway in the 
cemetery na pia in my ashtray..
burndem" I promise you guys 
like Timmy Tdat and Jay A cant 
think like this. There are so many 
artists in Kenya but not enough 
rappers so know your Hip Hop 
and you'll see get to know the 
difference.

5. What have been the highs 
and lows of your career?

Give us an experience of each
Lemme start with the lows 
coz they are obviously more 
than the good days. I started 
a couple of years back and 
what I can say is that the music 
industry is not as easy as you 
think. I used to think that if you 
had talent "utajulikana tu"(you 
will be discovered). Heh! si 
I was shocked, You need to 
know people, need connec-
tions , need like a whole army 
of guys to help you arrive at 

your goal. It’s like elections by 
the way, plus the rigging. So 
trying to find a way to main-
stream has been the hardest 
though my end game is there 
and hopefully one day I will 
make it. The highs, oh every 
time I've stepped on stage 
is a high. Every time I get off 
stage and guys come, dap 
and say that one of my songs 
was amazing is always a high. 
I've had guys trying to sing 
my songs and they don't even 
know the word, that’s the type 
of stuff that keeps you humble 
and gets you working on the 
next. One of my best highs is 
when me and my whole crew 
Beats Per Minute had hosted 
an event in Creative’s Garage 
called High-Power 3.0 (a HIP 
HOP event) where we got shut 
down by the cops because we 
were too lit. You know what 
they say - It ain't a party until 
the cops come and that was 
THEE party.
  
6. Is this what you always 
wanted to do?

Rapping is not something that 
I thought I wanted to do but 
after J.Cole "baptized me" 
and I started having that urge 
to write and flow, rapping 
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became a lifestyle. I started no-
ticing that I used to memorize 
O.G rappers (The real ones) 
and they were just intoxicating. 
When I was in Form 1, I wrote 
a song called "i'll kill you" which 
was influenced by 50 Cent. 
At the time, I was young and 
just trying to write a song but 
as I grew older I realized that 
the urge to write and flow 
has always been there, it just 
needed the right artist to get it 
out of me 

7. Have you ever had to de-
fend your choice of career 
to anyone? If so, tell us the 
story?

I defend my career almost 
every day. I am a pilot by 
profession so you can imagine 
the type of class that people 
expect from me. When I tell 
someone that I do music, they 
usually think it’s a joke because 
in their minds they are wonder-
ing why a pilot would want to 
do such a thing. I had the same 
debate with my mum when 
I took a break and pursued 
this music goal. She thought 
I had dropped out of school 
and almost brought a pastor to 
pray for me. She's old school 
so she couldn't understand why 
the son that she wanted to be 
either a chemical engineer or 
a pilot now wants to become 
an entertainer. Till today she's 
adamant but at least now she's 
more understanding and sup-
ports me in any way she can....
except kunichotea pesa(giving 
financial assistance).

8. Tell us about your first 
gig, how did that go?

My first gig was at G-Skyye, 
Westlands. There weren't that 
many people so the 
advantage was on me but I 
was still skeptical if they'll like 

what I had to say. So I step on 
stage, pour my heart out and 
everybody is just giving me 
that blank look. After a song 
or two I start to lose my breath 
and sweat like a marathon run-
ner. The mic was all sweaty on 
my hand. All those bathroom 
practices in the mirror didn't 
help at all, YouTube lied. When I 
was done there was no crowd 
reaction, no cheers and no 
boo's. I guess that was a win.....
well kinda.
9. 5 years from now, what will 
you be likely doing?
 Five years from now I'd 
probably be making beats 
for commercial use coz right 
now I know two of the crazi-
est producers that I know are 
actually showing me the ropes 
and stepping my game up 
(Hommie-Cyde & Mannyfesto). 
I want to be on stages by then, 
if not Kenya then somewhere 
else but i hope not somewhere 
like Kamiti. With my aviation 
career who knows, I can be 
that Captain by then but one 
thing am sure is that 
music will still be part of my life.

10. What would you say has 
been the biggest sacrifice 
that you have made for your 
career?

Do you regret making this 
choice?
The biggest sacrifice has been 
time. I have spent a lot of time 
learning; researching and find-
ing solutions to the problems I 
was facing and am still on that 
boat. Am still learning and this 
takes patience and coz of that 
I can’t speed up the process of 
experience. I was taught that 
everything has its time and I 
hope the fruits of these sacrific-
es will show soon. 

11. We heard you are study-
ing to become a pilot? Tell 

us more about this?

Yeah as I had said earlier it 
has been part of my life ever 
since the chemical engineering 
course which was a derailment. 
I was curious on how planes 
worked and as a child we all 
had that dream of 'Kupanda 
ndege"(to board a flight). I 
decided to build up on that 
dream and I haven't looked 
back since. Aviation is a really 
interesting industry and I was 
infatuated by the echelon that 
pilots put themselves in and 
i wanted to be in that squad. 
Talk about squad goals huh

12. Have people taken you 
less seriously for being a 
rapper?

People usually take me s
erious after they've heard a 
bar or two, or after they've 
heard me on stage. I don’t 
know if it's coz I smile every 

time. I know a guy (a local 
Kenyan artist) who ignored 
me when I tried to introduce 
myself to him but after I hit 
the stage he came back 
running telling me how he felt 
the sick bars and how we 
should do something together. 
So what I can say is that 
sometimes am judged before 
I rap and judgment can go 
both ways, you know. All I 
do is let my lyrics talk for me 
where applicable.

13. What mis conception 
do people have about you?

 People usually tend to think 
that I" ringa" when given the 
opportunity. I've been told 
mimi hujifanya, mimi hujiona 
nimefika na hizi vitu ata sijui 
nionee wapi. People judge 
this book coz of his covers but 
hey that's just being human, 
none of us are perfect
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By Tsubaki

“Tell them when you first meet them” , if it was as 
easy as typing it am sure a lot HIV positive  single 
people would have done that a long while ago but 
sadly it isn’t , there are so many things to consider 
before telling a potential lover that you are HIV 
positive, the top of that list of things would be, what 
are their intentions with you? The 21st century has 
devised many way for singles and searching to fly 
under the radar of love interactions and not all of 
them are direct all the time , initially people dated to 
marry but as time went by that changed, 
relationships are  now defined like you would an 
express contract and failure to define the relationship 
would leave you at a disadvantage, you could be 
talking , texting and going on dates with someone 
and they will still be under the banner of  “friend 
zone” while  a simple sexual encounter every day 
can qualify to be a relationship.
Keeping all these in mind where do we start “telling 
them from the beginning?”  because as it is right 
now,  knowing where you stand is difficult  enough  
when you’re HIV negative how then would it be 
possible to tell someone about my condition in a 
time like this? 
Call me an  old fashioned  straightforward girl when 
it comes to dating, but  I prefer to know exactly what 
the person in question is looking for before I 
consider telling them that am HIV positive and even 

then , it’s a gamble, stigma is at an all  time high 
and telling someone about your condition will turn 
even the most understanding person tucking tail and 
running , or at least  that’s what I imagine would 
happen and sadly in some cases it does happen….

I know of a girl who told the person who was 
interested in her that she had the HIV virus and for 
a while he spoke to her and made her believe he 
was okay with it and just when she got used to him, 
he ghosted her. It must have hurt a lot but I wouldn’t 
know because this is just a product of hearsay, but 
with stories such as this it's no wonder am afraid of 
dating or even telling a potential lover  because the 
reality is that no matter how open minded people 
think they are , the moment they hear that you are 
positive they tell you that they need time so that 
they can decide and who would blame them?  After 
all, self-preservation is important too.
I don’t know how other HIV positive people date 
but I put myself to task once , I joined a dating app 
and the moment I got a message from someone, 
I asked him what he was  interested in as far as a 
relationship is concerned and when he said 
something I liked I told him about my condition and 
he said it was okay, and we texted for awhile and 
then he stopped texting and now am left 
wondering if it was because I told him of my 
condition or if it was because we somehow lost the 
spark, but I guess I’ll never know…

Even though the introduction of PREP (Pre exposure 
prophylaxis ) made the bias people have against 
us lessen , stigma is still very much alive when it 
comes to love and dating for HIV positive people.  
For those of you who don’t know what PREP is, it's  
a drug that if taken before engaging in sex with a 
HIV positive person prevents you from getting it, it's 
administered only to discordant couples (a 
relationship where only one person is HIV positive 
and the other is negative )and it's mostly 
administered when this couple wishes to conceive.

My advice to single and searching HIV positive 
singles is to try as much as a they can to tell them 
from the start because delaying telling them is not 
going to stop you from telling them , it will just delay 
it. And whether or not they stay you will have slayed 
the dragon of self-stigma and no one can take that 
away from you, it's liberating.

Tell them when 
you first meet 
them.
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By Savai Lomosi

Tell you what, when growing up I was 
the fat girl (now there are sweeter 
versions). I particularly used to hate the 
P.E (physical education) but now the 
worst part was that we used to have 
(let’s say it together) P.E five days in a 
week!
For a long time, I did not like my body 
and this even affected my self-es-
teem. I would compare myself with 
my classmates and I would wish upon 
a star that I would wake up one day 
and I would be stick thin. This thing was 
so real that I remember once in class 
five during the dreaded P.E lessons, I 
told my “girlfriends” that that wasn’t my 
body. It was a mask and that at night 
I remove it and become thin. And the 
best part of it? I told them that this was 
just a body just to test to see if people 
would love me for who I am! SMH!
 Fast forward to now, many years 
later and I am amazed and rather 
thankful that things have changed in 
my favor (Travis Green sang just right). 
Us people from thighland (see what I 
did there?) are sought after. We have 
a new name. We are not fat anymore. 
We are thick…or better yet, curvy, or 
better still sexy. But I prefer being called 
thick. What a time to be alive!
As much as we like this (this is actually 
where the gist starts) there are a few 
struggles we have here and there that 
I would like to talk about. Just talk, I 
promise. Some of these struggles I got 
from one thickleeyonce and I totally 
relate!

1. First off, getting the perfect angle for 
a photo is a thick’s girl main 
priority. You don’t ever want anyone 
to catch you slipping and get you from 
a dodgy angle because your body 
looks waaaay different from a different 

angle. You know, there’s just that one 
angle that makes you look like you 
don’t have a tummy and that is oh so 
flattering!

2. Reaching that point in life where I am 
super comfortable with being a fat girl 
and then someone tells me “no Savai, 
you’re not fat you’re beautiful” …wait, 
those are two very different things!

3. This one hurts me, my age being 
always rated 2/4 years older just 
because of my body size. Need I say 
more?

4. Never finding the right size jeans! 
This is a big struggle. Just how can my 
waist be one size, my hips be another 
size? Then if I find one that’s fitting on 
the waist but soo tight I can’t wait in 
them and vice versa…and when I do 
this happens..

Thick Girl Struggles

5. Now that it’s the cold season, all 
men start hitting on you. Because it’s 
cold and apparently I have become 
a heater and I will keep him warm. 
This reminds me of like two weeks ago 
some guy started hitting on me just 
because, and I quote “unajua July kuna 
baridi” I told him to buy more blankets 
or make tea.This is a story for another 
day.
 
6. Being given unsolicited health and 
fitness advice. We thick girls already 
know that we need to drink 8 glasses 

of water and that veggies are good 
for the body!

7. This common line “you’re too pretty 
for a big girl

8. When your boyfriend sees you cold 
and out of the good will of his heart 
offers you his jacket, you accept but 
deep down you know that bish won’t 
fit!

9. Now this one issa major one: when 
you are chubby and short so all your 
jeans do that thing at the bottom. This 
one will never give me peace.

10. When my skinny friends say that 
they are fat and then things just get 
awkward between us. 

11. When you can’t sit on your man’s 
lap or dread the day he will try to 
pick you up because you think you too 
heavy and you will break him.

12. Relatives, relatives! These people 
we are forced to love only on family 
gatherings. Do you relate to that one 
aunt who is always reminding you that 
you’ve added weight? It’s like they think 
you think you are skinny!

13. Having that mini heart attack every 
time you see a scale.

14. Being broke because I spent all my 
money on food, or on finding my size of 
clothes.
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Thick girl struggles continued...

I wish my wallet was as thick as 
my thighs #goals

15. Men wanting to be with you 
because of their own twisted fantasies 
and finally…

16. A man hits on you, you refuse and 
they say “I was just trying you out. You 
are fat anyway’ as if I wasn’t fat when 
you started hitting on me!

17. BONUS: because I am extra like 
that; You know that thing that happens 
to our jeans when we walk? 

But in general.. 

Having thick thighs means
you can hold more puppies

on your lap, so who’s the
real winner here
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Her eyes like the 
morning star

So shinning even 
from far

The cure of my hearts’ 
scar

But do I say

Her smile like the 
sunrays

So special like 
Sundays

Brightening my life to 
the end of days

But do I say

Her voice sweet like a 
violin

Making my heart 
bounce like a 

trampoline
Ooh I’m a race car 
she’s the gasoline

But do I say

Her hair like gold 
straws

With so much love it 
glows

Dancing every time 
the wind blows

But do I say

Her figure like a Coca 
Cola bottle

Making my heart beat 
in full throttle

Great love and desire 
in total

But do I  say

But do 
I say 

By 
Dennis

Diamond
Pearls
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By Joanne Waeni

Sam Gold is our main highlight in this issue, not only 
is he fervent in his pursuit towards being a media 
mogul. At just 25 years old, he has managed to set 
up an online radio station. He shares his story with 
Joanne Waeni. 

1. What is your official name?

Hahah I think I have the longest name …. Sam (gold) 
Dave Midamba Ogolla
 
2. It is a long and interesting name. Care to tell 
us where Gold came from?

Hahahaha who doesn't love Gold, been passionate 
about Music for long so after primary school I 
started to deejay and my friends though I should 
have a cool DJ name and I had this gold chain so 
after a few nickname's one of my friends came up 
with sam gold and I thought it would work. 

3. Tell us a little bit about yourself?

 I come from a big business family .I grew up in 
Uganda moved back to Kenya after high school, 
joined college for a diploma in journalism. Worked for 
a local radio station for like 2 years before moving 
to start my own business. I am currently the CEO 
and c0-owner of Oya Radio (the first strictly Kenyan 
online radio station under a company called Taurus 
Media) and I am a member of Kaka Empire 

I am currently the 
CEO and co-owner of 
Oya Radio... I am a 

member of 
Kaka Empire 

management stable. 
I really love what I 

do...

“

”

management stable. I really love what I do. 

4. Tell us what makes Oya radio station stand 
out?

Oya Radio is an online radio that seeks to change 
the broadcast scene in Kenya. The radio which is a 
brainchild of Gold Media and Taurus Media is the 
go to place for Kenyan artistes to showcase their 
music. Taurus Media is run by a team of profession-
als who have years of experience in the media, 
Artistes, PR and Entertainment scene in Kenya. The 
radio was started after i realized there was a gap 
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I am passionate about music and media so owning a 
radio station was part of the dream. So yes its one of 
the things I wanted to do.

7. You worked at a local radio station here in 
Kenya, tell us a little bit about your experience 
in this media house?

I can say it was a good learning experience for me. 
Though it was not easy it's the challenge's that made 
me strong in the radio industry. Everything has its 
positive and negative side.
 
8. What pushed you to start Oya? What was that 
“thing” or rather incident that made you believe 
in yourself and got you on this journey towards 
dreams?

Like I said I have always been passionate about 
radio and mostly Kenyan Music. So after quitting my 
radio job one day I was online researching stuff about 
radio's and what it takes to own one. And I came 
across this online radio article went through it and 
thought to myself i can do this. Called my girlfriend 
then and asked her about it and she was like she 
listens to online radio and it's a good idea I do it and 
boom called Kenedi ombima my business partner and 
thought of ideas and how we can make it different 
from other station's and we thought Kenyan Music 
then the investment started hence the OyaRadio 
we have today. The first Radio Station to play 100% 
Kenyan Music. 

9. Overtime what have you learned in lines with 
starting out your business?

I have learnt a lot of things and one of them is to be 
patient and work hard.  

10. What challenges have you experienced since 
you got into radio and how have you overcome 
them?

Wow I have experienced a lot of challenges from 
finance to getting numbers and all that but I believe 
challenges are part of life and with prayer and hard 
work we can overcome a lot in life.

in the industry. Most radio stations do not play 100 
percent Kenyan content and the audience is tired 
of listening to foreign content that is not promoting 
Kenyan industry.

5. When did you start OYA radio station?

I started the business in March 2016  

6. Is this (Oya radio station) what you have 
always wanted to do?
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11. Getting to the top isn’t always easy if you 
don’t have a helping hand, Is there anyone who 
is mentoring you?

Yes it’s never easy I wanted to give up but thanks to 
my mentor and best friend Dennis Njenga (Managing 
Partner at Kaka Empire ) for pushing  and mentoring 
me to the cooperate world.

 12. What do you enjoy most about starting your 
own business? 

 I have always been passionate about radio. So start-
ing this is a dream come true and I love it and I think 
doing what you love is enjoyable.

14. What advice would you give another young 
person in regards to starting up a business?

 You will fail. That is part of the game. Your failures are 
most likely to lead to success if you get involved with 
something you believe in. Starting a business just for
 its own sake will leave you directionless, burned
 out and ultimately, back where you started. 
Choose an interest that you can be passionate 
about. 

15. 5 years from now, what will Sam Gold be 
doing? 

I believe I will be running my own media house in 5 
years from now yesssss!
 

I believe I will be 
running 
my own 

media house in 5 
years from now 

yesssss!

“
”
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A nice formal look for the office and can easily transition 
into an evening date. You can loose the tie for a semi 

casual look.

A perfect look for an afternoon out with the boys.

Looking 
Dapper

With 
David Ocholla
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This casual look is great for a weekend spent out with 
friends or just a day you want to run errands and still look 
stylish while at it.

This is a casual look that I would wear on a Sunday to 
church or an afternoon when  I am running errands.

2017 was a good year for David Ocholla. 
He won the best male blogger of the year award. David 

shares some of his style tips with Joanne Waeni.
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By Ethel Valarie

Eugene owns the famous Urban Wear online store. He had a 
sit down with Ethel Valarie and shared about his journey. 

1. What do you do? Tell us a little about your business 

 I deal in men’s wear, majorly focusing on blazers and coats. 
Basically I give my customers something that makes them feel 
good and stylish (Emphasis on style)
 
2. When did you start the business? And when did it 
occur to you that you could be into business? 

I started off about a year ago, though at that time I was deal-
ing in ladies products (Kangas $ dresses) then i shifted to men’s 
wear.

 3. Do you have plans of expansion? Or will this business 
be online permanently?

 I intend to set up shop in a physical location in due time
.
4. What are the misconceptions young people have when 
they want to start business?

Well in my view the most common misconception people have 

more so youths is the notion that you can make it in a day. 
If it were that easy we would all be billionaires. Business is a 
process.
 
5. Who are the people who helped make this business 
what it is?

Family and friends. They were my first customers and they 
gave me motivation to push on if not for the success of the 
business at least to see what may come out of it.

6. What sets you apart from other businesses?
 
It goes without saying the uniqueness of my 
products. 

7. Is this what you always wanted to do? 

I can’t say it’s what i thought I would be doing.

8. What Challenges did you face when starting this 
business?

My major challenge being that my business is online is the 
negative notion people have towards online products. They 
doubt the quality may not be as good as seen on picture 
so you end up losing out on a customer not that they aren’t 
willing to buy it’s just that they are skeptical. Then Of course 
there is the financial constraints when starting business.

9. What Advice do you have for people who want to 
venture into your line of business?

 My advice and this does not just apply to my line of business 
but business in general, Start from where you are and with 
what you have.

Eugene
Okoti
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By Brenda Mumbi

This is an easy sandwich 
recipe for any man in the 
kitchen that requires little 
effort, little time but it can 
satisfy your large appe-
tite. (Images courtesy of 
Pinterest.)
Easy BCG (bacon, cheese 
and guacamole)

Ingredients:

200 grams lean bacon

1 ripe avocado chopped 
into small cubes

200 grams of grated 
cheddar cheese

100 grams of butter (or 
margarine)

Manly 
Munching

1 tomato
100 ml regular vinegar

2 slices of regular sandwich 
bread
Method

Chop one tomato into tiny 
pieces and combine with 
the avocado. Pour a small 
amount of salt and vinegar 
into this mixture to make 
guacamole.

Oil a flat pan with butter 
and fry the bacon until 
slightly crispy. Set it aside to 
cool.
Remove the bacon and in 
the same pan, melt butter 
and add one slice of bread.

Add the cheese on the slice 

of bread add the bacon and 
then add the guacamole. 
Add small amount of cheese 
and then add the second 
slice of bread. Let the bottom 
slice cook until the cheese is 
slightly melted.

Flip the sandwich. Let the 
slice of bread that was previ-
ously on the top toast on the 
pan until its slightly brown.

The cheese should have 
melted and your BCG will 

be ready to eat.
 
PRO Tip!!

Upgrade your BCG and 
turn into a Cuban Sandwich. 
Swap the bacon for chicken 
or leftover nyama choma, 
add ham and use Blue 
Cheese instead of regular 
cheddar cheese. You will not 
regret it all (trust us, we’re 
chefs!!).
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By Brenda Mumbi

I am a recovering product 
junkie and I can tell you for 
a fact that using 100 skin 
products to clear you skin 
has to be the worst idea 
ever. I have had pimples 
since I was in my late years 
in primary school and I 
have tried almost every-
thing. Over the years I 
learnt a few things about 
healthy skincare practices 
that can help you get one 
step closer to clearer skin. 
I will recommend a few tips 
here and there but I will not 
recommend any specific 
products just yet. That is 
another story for another 
day beauties.

I. Stop using whatever you’re 
using because it is not work-
ing for you. 
Just stop it, period. I know 
that you spent your hard 
earned money on a product 
that promised you clear skin 
and at the end of the day 
it has not worked. In most 

cases you might actually be 
doing more harm than good to 
your skin. So you will need to 
make peace with that fact and 
put away those harmful skin 
products.

II. Develop a simple skin care 
routine. 
Most people (including myself) 
underestimate the importance 
of just having a simple skin 
care routing because we 
think that randomly using skin 
care products all at once will 
somehow eliminate our pimples. 
It just doesn’t work like that. In 
the long run you will probably 
get tired and stop putting in 
effort altogether because you 
were simply doing too much all 
at once.

III. Do not be afraid to 
experiment.I say this with 
caution. Yes, do not be afraid 
to try out new things but then 
please do so conservatively. 
Your skin might end up reacting 
to the skin products if you are 
trying too many of them at 
once. Give your skin 60-90 
days and see how it reacts to 
a product. Some don’t even 

need that much time and 
you will already see positive 
results. Sometimes, I have 
found that using normal and 
affordable beauty products 
can work wonders for your 
skin if you are willing to take 
that chance.

IV. Look for people with a 
similar skin problem as yours 
and ask them for advice.
It pays to learn from other 
people, trust me. Especially 
because they may be 
exposed to more knowl-
edge and products than 
you and you can learn a 
lot from them. I only started 
using a new product last 
month and it completely 
vanished all my pimples 
within two weeks. I had 
known about this product 
for years but I was too stub-
born to use it. But then I was 
at my friend’s house and I 
saw it in her bathroom and 
I decided to buy some and 
give it a try. The results are 
amazing. I almost kicked 
myself for waiting this long 
to buy it.

Pimple
Care
1O1
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By Katherine Ndungu

The timing of this edition is 
impeccable as it’s found me in 
a state of deep 
introspection over the role of 
men in our society. A week 
ago I attended the 8th 
volume of Ernest and Waturi 
Wamboye’s event Boy Meets 
Girl. The theme was “Thriving 
in your 
Singlehood” with the panel 
discussion bringing to light 
various known challenges 
such as loneliness, peer 
pressure and discontentment 
among singles. However, the 
real revelation for me was 
how the stereotype that men 
are commitment phobic and 
sleep around has become an 
accepted trait.  Much so, that 
any man who deviates from 
this norm is considered some 
kind of a hero yet there exists 

a greater more divine 
standard to which we can 
hold them; the Godly 
standard.
Over the years, society has 
presented a kind of battle 
for superiority between the 
sexes. While the genesis of 
women empowerment stems 
from years of oppression by 
males, rightfully so. By creat-
ing a movement that seeks 
to equalise genders or worse 
still completely wipe men 
out we are no different from 
the narrative we’re trying 
to change. If anything, we 
as women become the very 
cancer we are trying to cure 
by paving way for numerous 
disempowered timid young 
boys who will grow up into 
emotionally unstable men. 
What good will that be?
See, according to the 
Bible, man is God’s greatest 
creation as he is created in 

the very image and likeness 
of the Father Himself! Before 
I can convince you to love 
and appreciate the male 
gender, let me remind you 
that by virtue of being human 
we are all God’s beloved. 
This may not necessarily get 
through to someone who 
isn’t submitted to God and 
His word but I beseech you 
Christian (woman) to remem-
ber the roles of Adam, Noah, 
Abraham, Joseph, David and 
especially Jesus Christ. Were 
they not men of God? Not to 
say that women couldn’t have 
achieved their glorious feats 
but it is this very kind of think-
ing that poisons our minds into 
envying the gifts of others in-
stead of focusing on our own. 
In this case, it’s the foundation 
of the sadly all too common 
phrase, “What a man can do, 
a woman can do 
better.” My question is, while 
the women are out trying to 
do what the men do, who’s 
doing what the women have 
been called and graced to 
do? With everyone trying to 
dethrone the man something 
tells me that their role is so 
profound such that the devil 
feels compelled to completely 
warp our perception of them 
and yes I brought the devil 
into this!
Men are our protectors, 
providers and most impor-
tantly our spiritual covering. 

Ephesians 5:23 states, “For 
the husband is the head of 
the wife as Christ is the head 
of the church, his body, of 
which is the Saviour”. While 
someone may be quick to 
judge this as God 
unreasonably placing man on 
a higher pedestal, don’t you 
feel safe around your father 
or brothers? (I’m an only girl 
and a last born so this one 
totally applies!) Are we not 
the same people who de-
mand so much provision and 
security from these men yet 
turn around and tear them 
down through the words we 
speak? God intended that 
man take charge of his entire 
creation. The more we accept 
the current deviant behaviour 
that is sexual immorality 
and as women further try 
to embody it, we keep the 
men from flourishing in their 
God-given anointing. On the 
other hand, we criticise and 
attack those men who stand 
up against the “norms” when 
they should be the very S.I 
Unit for Manhood, Biblical 
Manhood. While I may have 
started out trying to convince 
you of the weight men have 
to bear I instead wish to 
remind you of their monumen-
tal roles much so that rather 
than fight them, I want us to 
fight for them on our knees in 
prayer. 

The 
Weight of 
Manhood
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